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Quantification of the velocity and magnetic field reversals in dynamo remains an interesting
challenge. In this paper, using group-theoretic analysis, we classify the reversing and non-reversing
Fourier modes during a dynamo reversal in a Cartesian box. Based on odd-even parities of the
wavenumber indices, we categorise the velocity and magnetic Fourier modes into eight classes
each. Then, using the properties of the nonlinear interactions in magnetohydrodynamics, we show
that these 16 elements form Klein 16-group Z2  Z2  Z2  Z2 . We demonstrate that field reversals
in a class of Taylor-Green dynamo, as well as the reversals in earlier experiments and models,
belong to one of the classes predicted by our group-theoretic arguments. Published by AIP
Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4985307]

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1919, Larmor proposed that the magnetic field in various astrophysical and geophysical bodies is generated selfinductively by the electric currents and magnetic field by a
bootstrap mechanism.1 This mechanism is called dynamo.
The generated magnetic field exhibits many interesting phenomena including field reversals. Paleomagnetic records
show that Earth’s magnetic field has reversed its polarity on
geological time scales.2 The interval between two reversals
is random with an average interval between two consecutive
reversals as approximately 200 000 years. On the contrary,
the magnetic field of the Sun changes its polarity quasiperiodically approximately every 11 years.1 This phenomenon called field reversal is an interesting puzzle, and it has
been studied by a large number of researchers. In this paper,
we will study the symmetry properties of such reversals.
Various theoretical models have been proposed to
describe the dynamo mechanism suitable for different situations. Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), which treats the
plasma as fluid, is often used to describe the behaviour of
turbulent plasma in the presence of magnetic field. The
MHD model, however, breaks down for collisionless and relativistic limits, and other models are employed for such
cases. Dynamo actions in collisionless plasmas have been
recently investigated by Rincon et al.3 and Kunz et al.4 This
is pertinent to dynamos in extragalactic plasmas, e.g., in
accretion disks, intercluster medium, and so on.5 In addition,
the Hall effect becomes important when the ion and electron
velocities are sufficiently distinct. Mininni et al.,6–10 Gomez
et al.,11 and Lingam and Bhattacharjee12 have investigated
Hall dynamos. There are other possibilities of dynamo
action, but we do not list them here due to the limited scope
of this paper. In this paper, for simplicity, we limit ourselves
to MHD dynamos.
The equations of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) satisfy
the symmetry properties: u ! u and b ! b, where u; b are
a)
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the velocity and magnetic fields, respectively. Note, however, that such symmetry is not persevered in generalised
MHD, such as Hall MHD. From the above symmetry of
MHD, one may infer that the magnetic field changes sign
after a reversal in MHD, but the velocity field does not.
However, researchers observe that b ! b in some experiment, but in some others, only some of the large-scale modes
of the b switch sign, and some others do not. In the laboratory experiment involving a Von Karman swirling flow of
liquid Sodium (VKS),13 the magnetic dipolar component D
reverses but the magnetic quadrupolar component Q does
not. Petrelis and Fauve14 and Gissinger15 constructed lowdimensional models whose variables are dipolar and quadrupolar magnetic fields, and dipolar velocity field. Gissinger15
showed that the field reversals in the VKS experiment is consistent with the predictions of his low-dimensional models.
Earlier, Rikitake,16 Nozieres,17 and Knobloch18 studied
magnetic field reversals in the disk dynamo model1 and its
variations. These models also exhibit chaos. Tobias et al.19
studied chaotically moduled stellar dynamo. Refer to
Moffatt,1 Weiss and Proctor20 and reference therein for further discussions on low-dimensional dynamo models that
exhibit reversals of the magnetic field.
Rayleigh-Benard convection (RBC) exhibits flow reversals
in which the velocity field reverses randomly in time.21–23 The
dynamics of flow reversal has significant similarities with that
of dynamo reversals. For the flow reversal in a two-dimensional
(2D) box, Chandra and Verma24,25 and Verma et al.26 constructed group-theoretic arguments to identify the Fourier modes
that change sign in 2D flow reversals of RBC. They showed
that the reversing and non-reversing Fourier modes of 2D RBC
form a Klein four-group Z2  Z2 . In Appendix A, we generalise
the above arguments to three-dimensional (3D) RBC. In this
paper, we make similar symmetry-based arguments for the
dynamo reversals and classify Fourier modes that change sign
in a dynamo reversal. The group consists of eight elements each
of the velocity and magnetic fields. We discuss the details of the
group structure in Sec. III.
It is important to contrast the reversal dynamics
observed in box, cylinder, or sphere geometries. For RBC in
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a box, flow reversals are accompanied by sign changes of
some of the Fourier modes.24,25,27 In a cylindrical convection, similar reversals have been observed, and they are
referred to as cessation-led reversal. In addition, cylindrical
convection exhibits rotation-led reversal in which the vertical velocity field changes sign due to the rotation of the
large-scale circulation.28–31 In terms of symmetries, the
reversals of flow structures in Cartesian geometry or those in
a cessation-led reversal are related to the discrete symmetry.
But reversals due to continuous rotation, as in rotation-led
reversals in a cylinder, are connected to the continuous symmetry. It is natural to expect that both types of reversals
would occur in a spherical dynamo. In the present paper, we
focus on discrete symmetries of dynamo. Cylindrical and
spherical geometries exhibit reversals connected to discrete
and continuous symmetries. In this paper, to keep the focus
on discrete symmetries, we focus on dynamo reversals in a
box geometry.
Some of the observational works related to dynamo
reversals are discussed below. Earth’s magnetic field, which
is generated by the motion of molten iron inside the Earth,
has a dominant dipolar structure. Most of Earth’s past magnetic field data have been measured from the ferromagnet
rocks that were formed out of the frozen magma. Using these
measurements, geologists discovered that Earth’s magnetic
field has reversed many times in the past. The interval
between two consecutive field reversals is randomly distributed, and the field structure during a reversal is quite complex with the possible multipolar magnetic-field structure.
Some scientists believe that the geomagnetic reversals is a
spontaneous process, whereas others argue it to be triggered
by some external sources.32,33
The solar dynamo too exhibits polarity reversals, but
these reversals differ significantly from the geomagnetic
reversals. The sunspots, solar wind, and solar flares provide
us valuable inputs about Sun’s magnetic field. For example,
the poloidal field reverses its direction approximately every
11 years; a field reversal involves interactions among the
poloidal and toroidal components.34
Fast supercomputers and sophisticated numerical codes
have enabled researchers to simulate and study the aforementioned dynamo mechanism in realistic geometries, e.g.,
in spherical shells. However, the parameters used in simulations are quite far from the realistic values. Field reversals
have been reported in several numerical simulations of the
geodynamo35 and other 3D simulations of rotating spheres.36
Glatzmaier and Roberts37 ran simulations equivalent to
approximately 300 000 terrestrial years, and observed field
reversals similar to those observed in paleomagnetic records.
They reported that the interval distribution between two consecutive reversals is random and that the magnetic field
geometry has a complex structure during a reversal.
Based on symmetry arguments, Petrelis et al.38 proposed
a mechanism for dynamo reversals in VKS. They assumed
that the magnetic field is decomposed into two parts—a
dipolar component of amplitude D, and a quadrupolar component of amplitude Q, and constructed a variable A
A ¼ D þ iQ:

(1)

They wrote the following amplitude equation in powers of A
and its complex conjugate A under the constraint that B !
B (or A ! A):
2
3
A_ ¼ lA þ  A þ b1 A3 þ b2 A2 A þ b3 AA þ b4 A :

(2)

This is up to the lowest order nonlinearity. Here, l, , and
bis are complex coefficients that depend on the experimental
parameters. Using this model, Petrelis et al.38 explained various dynamic regimes of the VKS experiment.
In a related development, Gissinger et al.39 considered a
three-mode model of dynamo reversal. A third mode V representing the large-scale velocity is considered in addition to
D and Q. The governing equations are derived based on symmetries, and they are
D_ ¼ lD  VQ;

(3)

Q_ ¼ Q þ VD;

(4)

V_ ¼ C  V  QD;

(5)

up to quadratic nonlinearities. A nonzero C represents the
forcing that breaks the rotational symmetry. The models of
Petrelis et al.38 and Gissinger et al.39 invoke rotation and
mirror symmetries to construct the nonlinear terms and
determine the reversing and non-reversing modes.
In this paper, we present group-theoretic arguments to
determine the reversing and non-reversing modes in a
dynamo reversal. Our analysis exploits the nonlinear structure of the equation. We will show that u ! u and b ! b
is a subclass of the possible reversals. Our arguments show
that some u; b modes reverse and some others do not.
Although our symmetry arguments are similar to those of
Petrelis et al.38 and Gissinger et al.,39 they are more convenient due to their algebraic structure. Our model also
encompasses more modes in contrast to a smaller number of
large-scale modes in the models of Gissinger et al.39
Krstulovic et al.40 simulated Taylor-Green (TG) dynamo
for various boundary conditions. They observed that the
dynamo threshold varies with the boundary conditions. In a
box geometry with insulating walls, Krstulovic et al.40
observed an axial dipolar dynamo similar to that in the VKS
experiment.41 However, Krstulovic et al.40 did not study the
dynamo reversals. In this paper, we extend the study by
Krstulovic et al. so as to include dynamo reversals. We
observed interesting reversals for the insulating boundary
condition; here, the dipolar mode does not flip, but higher
Fourier modes flip. We will show that the set of reversing
and non-reversing modes belong to one of the solutions of
the group-theoretic model.
Kutzner and Christensen42 performed direct numerical
simulations (DNS) of MHD equations and observed transitions between the dipolar and the multipolar regimes accompanied by reversals of the dipolar field. Oruba and Dormy43
showed that such transitions from the static dipolar to the
reversing multipolar dynamo are due to balance between the
inertial, viscous, and Coriolis forces. These investigations
raise interesting question on the reversing and non-reversing
modes in a dynamo. The general symmetry classes of our
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group-theoretic arguments would be useful for such an
analysis.
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Sec. II, we discuss the governing equations and the boundary conditions of
the system. In Sec. III, we describe the symmetries of
dynamo reversals. We extend these arguments to magnetoconvection in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we show that the reversing
and non-reversing modes in a dynamo reversals observed in
a DNS belong to one of the classes of group-theoretic model.
In Sec. VI, we discuss the symmetry classes of some other
dynamo reversals. We conclude in Sec. VII.
II. EQUATIONS AND METHOD

For the analysis of the large-scale structures and dynamo
reversals, it is convenient to work in the Fourier space with
Fourier basis function exp ðik  rÞ
X
^ ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ exp ðik  xÞ;
u¼
(15)
u
kx ;ky ;kz

b¼

X

^ x ; ky ; kz Þ exp ðik  xÞ;
bðk

(16)

kx ;ky ;kz

where kx ; ky ; kz are integers for a ð2pÞ3 box; they take both
positive and negative values. In this representation, the
MHD equations are
X
X
d
u^m ðkÞ ¼ ikn
b^n ðqÞb^m ðpÞ
u^n ðqÞu^m ðpÞ þ ikn
dt
k¼pþq
k¼pþq

The governing equations of a dynamo are
@u
þ ðu  rÞu ¼ rP þ ðj  bÞ þ r2 u þ f;
@t

(6)

@b
þ ðu  rÞb ¼ ðb  rÞu þ gr2 b;
@t

(7)

r  u ¼ 0;

(8)

r  b ¼ 0;

(9)

km u^m ðkÞ ¼ 0;

(19)

where u is the velocity field, b is the magnetic field, P is the
pressure field, f is the external mechanical forcing, j ¼
ðr  bÞ=l0 is the current density,  is the kinematic viscosity, and g is the magnetic diffusivity. We consider the flow
to be incompressible [see Eq. (8)] and set the fluid density q
to unity.
Two important parameters used in the dynamo literature
are the Reynolds number Re and magnetic Reynolds number
Rm, which are defined as

km b^m ðkÞ ¼ 0:

(20)

where u^m ðkÞ; b^m ðkÞ; f^ðkÞ, and p^ðkÞ are the Fourier transforms of the velocity, magnetic, external force, and pressure
fields, respectively. We employ Taylor-Green (TG) forcing
2
3
sin ðk0 xÞ cos ðk0 yÞ cos ðk0 zÞ
6
7
(21)
f ¼ F0 4 cos ðk0 xÞ sin ðk0 yÞ cos ðk0 zÞ 5;
0

UL
;

UL
;
Rm ¼
g

where F0 is the forcing amplitude, and k0 is the wavenumber
of that forcing. We choose k0 ¼ 1.
For the velocity field, we employ the free-slip or stressfree boundary condition at all the six sides of the box

Re ¼

(10)
(11)

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where U ¼ 2Eu is the root-mean-square velocity (Eu ¼ the
total kinetic energy) and L is the characteristic length scale
of the flow, which is defined as
Ð
2p k1 Eu ðkÞdk
Ð
:
L¼
Eu ðkÞdk

(12)

Here, the one-dimensional kinetic energy spectrum Eu ðkÞ is
defined as the energy contents of a shell of radius k and unit
width
X

1
j^
u ðk0 Þj2 :
E u ðk Þ ¼
2
k1<jk0 jk


Re
¼
:
g Rm

gk2 b^m ðkÞ;

u? ¼ 0;

ð18Þ

@uk
¼ 0;
@n

(22)

where n^ is the normal to the surface, and u? and uk are,
respectively, the velocity components normal and parallel to
the wall. For example, if we consider the boundary condition
at the wall at z ¼ 0 (xy plane), the normal vector n^ will be the
^z vector. So, in this case, u? ¼ uz ¼ 0; @ux =@z ¼ 0, and
@uy =@z ¼ 0. For the magnetic field, we employ the insulating boundary condition at all the walls40

(13)

(14)

(17)

X
X
d ^
b m ðkÞ ¼ ikn
b^n ðqÞu^m ðpÞ þ ikn
u^n ðqÞb^m ðpÞ
dt
k¼pþq
k¼pþq

bk ¼ 0;

The one-dimensional magnetic energy spectrum is defined
similarly. One other important dimensionless parameter for
dynamo is the magnetic Prandlt number, which is defined as
Pm ¼

k2 u^m ðkÞ  ikm p^ðkÞ þ f^m ðkÞ;

@b?
¼ 0;
@n

(23)

where b? and bk are, respectively, the components of the
magnetic field, normal and parallel to the wall. We call this
insulating wall because the current j ¼ ðr  bÞ=l0 on the
surface is zero. The aforementioned boundary conditions are
satisfied for the following basis functions for u and b:
ux ¼

X
kx ;ky ;kz

8u^^ x ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ sin ðkx xÞ cos ðky yÞ cos ðkz zÞ; (24)
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8u^^ y ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ cos ðkx xÞ sin ðky yÞ cos ðkz zÞ; (25)

kx ;ky ;kz

uz ¼

X

8u^^ z ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ cos ðkx xÞ cos ðky yÞ sin ðkz zÞ; (26)

kx ;ky ;kz

bx ¼

X

8u^^ x ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ cos ðkx xÞ sin ðky yÞ sin ðkz zÞ;

(27)

X ^
8b^y ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ sin ðkx xÞ cos ðky yÞ sin ðkz zÞ;

(28)

kx ;ky ;kz

by ¼

kx ;ky ;kz

bz ¼

X ^
8b^z ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ sin ðkx xÞ sin ðky yÞ cos ðkz zÞ;

(29)

kx ;ky ;kz

where, in a p3 box, kx ; ky ; kz are positive integers including
^
zero, and u^^; b^ represent the basis functions for the free-slip
and insulating boundary conditions. We choose the above
basis functions for our simulation. We refer to the above as
free-slip, insulating basis function, for which we follow the
conventions and definitions of Fastest Fourier Transform in
the West (FFTW).44 Using 2i sin ðk  rÞ ¼ exp ðk  rÞ 
exp ðk  rÞ and 2 cos ðk  r ¼ exp ðk  rÞ exp ðk  rÞ, we
^
b^i ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ
and
with
can
relate
u^^ i ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ
^
^ ð6kx ; 6ky ; 6kz Þ and bð6k
u
;
6k
;
6k
Þ
of
Eqs.
(15)
and
x
y
z
(16). For example, u^x ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ ¼ iu^^ x ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ;
u^x ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ ¼ u^^ x ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ, and so on. These properties
enable us to use 1/8th Fourier modes [of Eqs. (15) and (16)]
for a pseudo-spectral simulation. However, in our simulation, we impose the above condition in each time step, and
^ ð6kx ; 6ky ; 6kz Þ and
time-step all the Fourier modes, i.e., u
^
bð6kx ; 6ky ; 6kz Þ of Eqs. (15) and (16).
The Fourier decomposition of the MHD equations yield a
set of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
given by Eqs. (17) and (18). These equations are often solved
numerically using the pseudo-spectral method, as done in this
paper (see Sec. V). It is also customary to truncate the Fourier
expansion drastically and focus only on a limited set of modes.
Hence, we obtain a small set of nonlinear ODEs that can be
analysed using the tools of nonlinear dynamics. The dimension
of the system and, consequently, its complexity will depend on
the order of truncation. Quantities such as Lyapunov exponents
can be used to study properties of such systems, e.g., the transition between deterministic and chaotic behaviour. Following
the above procedure, Verma et al.45 constructed a truncated
six-model using the Fourier modes uð1; 0; 1Þ; uð0; 1; 1Þ;
uð1; 1; 2Þ; bð1; 0; 1Þ; bð0; 1; 1Þ; bð1; 1; 2Þ. These Fourier modes
are part of an interacting triad. The above model exhibits
dynamo transition, but no chaos.
In Sec. III, we discuss the symmetries of the MHD
flows; these symmetries provide valuable insights into the
dynamo reversals.
III. SYMMETRIES OF THE MHD EQUATIONS AND
PARTICIPATING MODES

The structure of the MHD equations1 reveal that the
equations are invariant under the transformation u ! u and
b ! b. However, in several dynamo simulations and models, only some modes of the velocity and magnetic fields

reverse during a dynamo reversal, e.g., in Gissinger,15 the
dipolar component of the magnetic field reverses, but not the
quadrupolar component. The rules for such reversals can be
derived using the symmetry properties of the MHD equations
in the Fourier space. The arguments are somewhat simpler
for the velocity field only, which appears in RBC. In
Appendix A, we discuss the symmetry properties for RBC.
For the basis functions of Eqs. (24)–(29), we classify the
Fourier modes according to the parity of the modes
(k ¼ ðkx ; ky ; kz Þ). For the same, we divide each Fourier component, kx ; ky ; kz , according to their parities—even, represented by
e, and odd, represented by o. Let us denote the parity function
by P. To illustrate, Pð3Þ ¼ o, but Pð4Þ ¼ e. Thus, for MHD,
the Fourier modes of the velocity field (under the free-slip
boundary condition) is classified into eight classes: E ¼ ðeeeÞ,
odd O ¼ ðoooÞ, and mixed modes—M1 ¼ ðeooÞ; M2
¼ ðoeoÞ; M3 ¼ ðooeÞ; M4 ¼ ðeeoÞ; M5 ¼ ðoeeÞ; M6 ¼ ðeoeÞ.
The corresponding classes for the magnetic Fourier modes are
 M
 2; M
 3; M
 4; M
 5 , and M
 6 respectively.
 O;
 1; M
labeled as E;
To illustrate, u^x ð1; 1; 1Þ 2 O; u^x ð2; 2; 2Þ 2 E, and b^x ð2; 1; 1Þ
 1 . In the following discussion, we will derive a group struc2M
ture for the above modes that will help us identify the reversing
and nonreversing Fourier modes.
When we expand the velocity and magnetic fields using
the Fourier basis function exp ðik  rÞ, the nonlinear terms of
Eqs. (17) and (18) are sums of quadratic products of the
modes. For the time being, we ignore the forcing and focus
on the symmetry properties of the product terms. When we
focus on a single triad with wavenumber ðk; p; qÞ satisfying
a constraint k ¼ p þ q, the structures of the nonlinear terms
of the MHD equations are
^ bðqÞ;
^
u ðqÞ þ bðpÞ
@t u^ðkÞ  u^ðpÞ^

(30)

^
^ þ bðpÞ^
^ u ðqÞ:
@t bðkÞ
 u^ðpÞbðqÞ

(31)

If we denote ki ¼ ni, pi ¼ li , and qi ¼ mi with i ¼ ðx; y; zÞ and
li ; mi ; ni as integers, then the condition k ¼ p þ q yields
ðnx ; ny ; nz Þ ¼ ðlx þ mx ; ly þ my ; lz þ mz Þ. Here, we assume
the box size to be ð2pÞ3 . For the free-slip and insulating
boundary conditions, we employ basis functions involving
sin ðk  rÞ and cos ðk  rÞ. Since 2i sin ðk  rÞ ¼ exp ðk  rÞ
exp ðk  rÞ and 2 cos ðk  r ¼ exp ðk  rÞ  exp ðk  rÞ,
the product rule indicates that ðnx ; ny ; nz Þ could be one of the
following: ð6lx 6mx ; 6ly 6my ; 6lz 6mz Þ, depending on their
forms (sin or cos ).
To make a connection with the Klein group, it is convenient to represent the velocity Fourier mode ui ðpx ; py ; pz Þ
using ðe Pðpx Þ Pðpx Þ Pðpx ÞÞ, and bi ðqx ; qy ; qz Þ modes using
ðo Pðqx Þ Pðqx Þ Pðqx ÞÞ, where P is the parity operator. It is
important to note that the forcing function f of Eq. (21) is at
k ¼ ð1; 1; 1Þ and it forces the velocity field; hence, it belongs
to the (eooo) category.
Using the rules of addition, even þ even ¼ even, evenþ odd ¼ odd, and odd þ odd ¼ even, we obtain the product
rules described in Table I. Here, we list A  B ¼ C, where
the 16 elements of A are listed in the first column, whereas
the 16 elements of B are listed in the first row. The first eight
entries correspond to the velocity field, whereas the latter
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TABLE I. Rules of nonlinear interactions among the Fourier modes of MHD. The elements form an abelian Klein-16 group Z2  Z2  Z2  Z2 .


E

O

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

E

O

1
M

2
M

3
M

4
M

5
M

6
M

E
O
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
E
O
1
M
2
M
3
M
4
M
5
M
6
M

E
O
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
E
O
1
M
2
M
3
M
4
M
5
M
6
M

O
E
M5
M6
M4
M3
M1
M2
O
E
5
M
6
M
4
M
3
M
1
M
2
M

M1
M5
E
M3
M2
M6
O
M4
1
M
5
M
E

M3
2
M
6
M
O
4
M

M2
M6
M3
E
M1
M5
M4
O
2
M
6
M
3
M
E
1
M
5
M
4
M
O

M3
M4
M2
M1
E
O
M6
M5
3
M
4
M
2
M

M1
E
O
6
M

M5

M4
M3
M6
M5
O
E
M2
M1
4
M
3
M
6
M
5
M
O
E
2
M
1
M

M5
M1
O
M4
M6
M2
E
M3
5
M
1
M
O
4
M
6
M
2
M
E

M3

M6
M2
M4
O
M5
M1
M3
E
6
M
2
M

E
O
1
M
2
M
3
M
4
M
5
M
6
M

O
E
5
M
6
M
4
M
3
M
1
M
2
M

1
M
5
M
E

M3
2
M
6
M
O
4
M

2
M
6
M
3
M
E
1
M
5
M
4
M
O

3
M
4
M
2
M

M1
E
O
6
M
5
M

4
M
3
M
6
M
5
M
O
E
2
M
1
M

5
M
1
M
O
4
M
6
M
2
M
E

M3

6
M
2
M
4
M
O
5
M
1
M
3
M
E

E
O
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6

O
E
M5
M6
M4
M3
M1
M2

M1
M5
E
M3
M2
M6
O
M4

M2
M6
M3
E
M1
M5
M4
O

M3
M4
M2
M1
E
O
M6
M5

M4
M3
M6
M5
O
E
M2
M1

M5
M1
O
M4
M6
M2
E
M3

M6
M2
M4
O
M5
M1
M3
E

eight to the magnetic field. In terms of parity, the 16 elements of rows or columns in increasing order are (eeee),
(eooo), (eeoo), (eoeo), (eooe), (eeeo), (eoee), (eeoe), (oeee),
(oooo), (oeoo), (ooeo), (oooe), (oeeo), (ooee), and (oeoe).
The result C makes the table. To illustrate, according to Eq.
^ 1; 3Þ contributes to @ bð4;
^ 2; 4Þ=@t; this
^ ð1; 1; 1Þ  bð3;
(31), u


product is listed as O  O ¼ E (see multiplication of row 3
^ 1; 3Þ contrib^ ð2; 1; 1Þ  bð3;
with column 11). Similarly, u
^
 5 (see mulutes to @ bð5; 2; 4Þ=@t is captured by M1  O ¼ M
^ ð1; 1; 1Þ
tiplication of row 4 with column 11). Note that u
^ 2; 4Þ 2 M5 , etc. Some of the other
^ ð2; 1; 1Þ 2 M1 ; bð5;
2 O; u
examples in the table are O  O ¼ E; O  M1 ¼ M5 , etc.
The multiplication Table I is divided into four subparts.
The first quadrant involves multiplication of the velocity
modes only, and it yields a velocity mode due to uu ! u [see
Eq. (30)]. The last quadrant involves products of two magnetic
modes, and it yields a velocity mode since bb ! u. The second and third quadrants deal with products of a velocity mode
and a magnetic mode, and the resultant field is a magnetic
mode following the multiplication rules ub ! b; bu ! b.
Interestingly, it is captured quite nicely by the 4-index representation of u; b as ðe px py pz Þ and ðo qx qy qz Þ, respectively.
Hence, the 16 elements of Table I form a Klein 16-group
Z2  Z2  Z2  Z2 . The multiplication table shows that the
group is abelian. Also, the elements of the first quadrant (the
velocity modes) form a subgroup Z2  Z2  Z2 , which is a
Klein eight-group. In addition, it is easy to show that the usual
symmetry of MHD, u ! u and b ! b, is trivially satisfied
by the multiplication table; here, all the b^ modes change sign,
but all the u^ modes retain their sign.
An interesting feature of the above multiplication Table
is O  M1 ¼ M5 ; O  M5 ¼ M1 , and M5  M1 ¼ O; due to
the above calculation, M1 and M5 are termed as complement
of each other, i.e., M10 ¼ M5 and M50 ¼ M1 . Similarly M2 and
M6 are complements of each other, so are M3 and M4.
Similar rules apply for magnetic modes as well. Another feature to note is that E is the identity of the group because
E  X ¼ X, where X stands for any element of the group.
From the product rule, it is evident that E cannot change sign

M4
O
5
M
1
M
3
M
E

under reversal. Also, note that E could reverse under reversal
(to be described below).
In a dynamo, the Fourier modes usually fluctuate
around their average values, which could be finite or zero.
Some of these modes switch sign after a reversal, whereas
some do not; these modes are the reversing (R) and nonreversing (NR) modes, respectively. The R and NR modes
are determined using the rules of the multiplication table.
In Table II, we list only some of these classes of such
modes since there are just too many entries to be comprehensively listed. For illustration, we assume that the nonzero modes of our system are E and E only, and the rest of
the modes are negligible, then we have two possibilities—
(a) the modes of E and E classes (with nonzero amplitudes) do not reverse (NR), or (b) the modes of E class
reverse, but those of E class do not reverse. In general,
suppose that X modes do not switch sign (column 3 of
Table II), Y switch sign (column 2 of Table II), and Z take
small values denoted by  (modes not covered in columns
2 and 3 of Table II). Then, from the dynamical equations
and the product rules of Table I, we can deduce that if {X,
Y, Z} is a solution of the equations, then fX; Y; Zg is also
a solution of the equations.
The entries of Table II are constructed using the multiplication rules of Table I. As described earlier, E is the identity element of the group, and it does not change the sign.
Since O  E ¼ O and O  O ¼ E, we deduce that O can
change the sign, which is the entry of item 10 of Table II.
Similar arguments work if we replace O by any of Mi’s,
which yields the item 11 of Table II; note that there are six
possibilities of choosing an Mi. The product rules O  O ¼
2  M
 2 ¼ E yield the item 12 of Table
 2 ¼ M6 ; M
E; O  M
II. Similar analysis yields other entries of Table II.
Now, let us bring in the effects of external force. We
rewrite Eqs. (30) and (31) with the external force f on the
velocity field
^ bðqÞ
^ þ f^ðkÞ;
u ðqÞ þ bðpÞ
(32)
@t u^ðkÞ  u^ðpÞ^
^
^ þ bðpÞ^
^ u ðqÞ:
 u^ðpÞbðqÞ
(33)
@t bðkÞ
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TABLE II. For dynamo, the classes of reversing modes (R) and nonreversing (NR) Fourier modes. The remaining modes have small amplitudes
and they fluctuate around zero.
Item

R

NR

1

One b element

E

2

Two b elements

E

3

Three b elements

E

4

Four b elements

E

5

Five b elements

E

6

Six b elements

E

7

Seven b elements

E

8

Eight b elements

E

9

1
O; M

5
E; M

10

O

E

11

Mi

E

12

 M
 2;
O;
M3, M5
M1, M2,
M5, M4,
 1; M
 2;
M

4
M 5; M
 E;
 M3 ; M4
O;
None
O; O
None

E; M6 ;
1
 4; M
M
 5; M
 6;
M
 1; M
 3;
M

13

14
15
16
17

No of classes
 
8
¼ 8 classes
1
 
8
¼ 28 classes
2
 
8
¼ 56 classes
3
 
8
¼ 28 classes
4
 
8
¼ 56 classes
5
 
8
¼ 28 classes
6
 
8
¼ 8 classes
7
 
8
¼ 1 classes
8
7 classes
 
7
¼ 1 classes
1
 
6
¼ 6 classes
1

105 classes

M5, M6,
M1, M3
O; E; M3 ; M4
 E
O; O;
E

15 classes
3 classes
1 class
1 class

M1 ; M2 ; M3
M1 ; M2 ; M3

1 class

….

If the Fourier mode f^ðkÞ does not change the sign, then u^ðkÞ
cannot change the sign to preserve the parity of Eq. (32).
Alternatively, if f^ðkÞ changes the sign during an event, then
u^ðkÞ would change the sign too. Thus, external force too
plays an important role in determining reversing and nonreversing modes.
The aforementioned discrete symmetry is useful for
understanding dynamo reversals. For example, researchers
could test whether the quadrupolar mode of geodynamo
reverses or not. Also, the real-space signature of the magnetic field before and after a reversal could reveal important
and interesting clues about the system dynamics.
In Sec. IV, we generalise the above arguments to
magneto-convection.
IV. EXTENSION OF SYMMETRY ARGUMENTS TO
MAGNETO-CONVECTION

Geodynamo and solar dynamo are driven by convection.
Hence, researchers model such equations using magnetoconvection whose equations are35,46

@u
þ ðu  rÞu ¼ rP þ ðj  bÞ þ agT^z þ r2 u;
@t

(34)

@b
þ ðu  rÞb ¼ ðb  rÞu þ gr2 b;
@t

(35)

@T
þ ðu  rÞT ¼ jr2 T;
@t

(36)

r  u ¼ r  b ¼ 0;

(37)

where u; b are the velocity and magnetic fields, T is the temperature field, j is the current density, P is the pressure field,
; g; j; a are, respectively, the kinematic viscosity, magnetic
diffusivity, thermal diffusivity, and thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid, and g^z is the acceleration due to gravity.
When we compare the aforementioned equations with
those of MHD (6)–(8), we observe that the magnetoconvective systems are forced externally using buoyancy
agT^z . Also, magneto-convection has an additional nonlinear
term, ðu  rÞT. In terms of interactions among the Fourier
modes, the terms ðu  rÞT and ðu  rÞu have some structure;
hence, the Fourier modes of the u and T fields belong to the
same class, i.e., E; O; M1 ; M2 ; M3 ; M4 ; M5 ; M6 . These arguments are in the same lines as those of Chandra and Verma25
and Verma et al.,26 which are described in Appendix A.
Thus, the group-theoretic structure of magneto-convection is
the same as that of MHD, i.e., Table I. Also, the classes of
reversing and non-reversing modes for MHD and magnetoconvection should be the same. However, an important point
to remember is that the temperature field T drives the flow;
hence, the symmetries of T^ will dictate the symmetry classes
of u.
In Sec. V, we demonstrate one of the classes of Table II
using a DNS of a reversal in a Taylor-Green dynamo.
V. A DEMONSTRATION OF THE GROUP-THEORETIC
MODEL USING A DYNAMO DNS

We perform numerical simulations of a dynamo reversal
using a pseudo-spectral solver TARANG.47 We use the
fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) scheme for time advancement, Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition for choosing the variable time step, and 2/3 rule for dealiasing. For
our simulations, we choose a box of dimension p3 with resolution of 1283 grid points. We employ a free-slip boundary
condition for the velocity field and insulating boundary condition for the magnetic field at all the walls. For the same,
we use the basis functions of Eqs. (24)–(29). We implement
these basis functions by applying appropriate symmetries on
a periodic box of ð2pÞ3 size (see Sec. II). The box satisfying
free-slip and insulating boundary conditions is in the first
quadrant of the ð2pÞ3 cube. In this paper, we use nondimensionalised time L0 =U0 , where L0 and U0 are the length and
velocity scale of the system, respectively. Note that our
scheme is the same as that of Krstulovic et al.40 Also, see
Ref. 48.
The Taylor-Green vortex [Eq. (21) with v as the field]
was used as the initial condition for the velocity field. A
small spectrally band-limited (k ¼ 2, 4) field was chosen as
the initial condition for the magnetic field. We ran several
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FIG. 1. Evolution of the total kinetic energy ðEu Þ and total magnetic energy
(Eb) in the dynamo simulation. As the initial condition, a seed magnetic field
is injected into the steady state of the fluid flow. The magnetic energy grows
exponentially and reaches a steady state. Time in this plot and subsequent
plots are in nondimensionalised units.

sets of simulations for various forcing amplitudes F0, viscosity , and magnetic diffusivity g. We achieved a sustained
dynamo for  ¼ 0:01; g ¼ 0:001; F0 ¼ 0:05. The Prandtl
number Pm ¼ =g ¼ 10, whereas the Reynolds number
Re ¼ UL= ¼ 70, and magnetic Reynolds number
Rm ¼ UL=g ¼ 700, where U and L are the large-scale velocity and length of the flow, respectively. Thus, our flow is not
turbulent, but Rm is large enough to sustain a dynamo. In all
our simulations, kmax f (where kmax ¼ 64 is the maximum
wavenumber and f is Kolmogorov’s length scale) is always
greater than 2; thus, our simulation is well resolved. We
observe that during the steady-state, the kinetic and magnetic
energies are equipartitioned and they fluctuate around their
mean (see Fig. 1). Although Prandtl number Pm ¼ 10 for
our simulation is not very large, some of the conclusions
drawn here may hold for large Pm or for Pm ! 1. Schober
et al.49 gave analytical calculations to predict the ratio of initial
kinetic energy to the magnetic energy at saturation in the
Pm  1 limit. The fraction of initial turbulent kinetic energy
that is converted into magnetic energy at saturation is around
40% for incompressible flows, as reported in previous investigations.49–51 For our simulation, the ratio is 0:03=0:05  60%,
which is not very far from the results in Pm  1 case given
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that the limit is not strictly applicable here. Alexakis52 investigate nonlinear dynamos in the Pm ¼ 1 limit. The flow
exhibits a weak increase in the magnetic energy as Rm is
increased.
Figure 2(a) exhibits a snapshot of the velocity field in
the steady state; here, the blue and red colors represent the
regions with small and large speeds juj, respectively. The
figure shows a shear layer in the middle of the box that
separates the two counter-rotating eddies (at the bottom and
top of the box); this flow structure closely resembles that
in the VKS experiment. Figure 2(b), illustrating the magnetic field lines, indicates an axial dipole oriented along the
z axis.
We ran our simulation for 5000 eddy turnover time during which the axial magnetic field does not exhibit any field
reversal. However, the velocity field component ux exhibits
reversals near the grid point (64, 90, 64), as shown in the
time series plot of Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(a), we exhibit the time
series of the Fourier mode u^x ð1; 1; 1Þ that shows reversal in
sync with those of Fig. 3(b). Interestingly, bx retains its sign,
whereas uy and by fluctuate around zero, as shown in the
time series plots of Figs. 3(c), 3(d), and 3(e). The aforementioned phenomenon indicates an interesting dynamics that
may become apparent using the properties of the reversing
and non-reversing Fourier modes.
In Fig. 4, we plot the time series of the amplitudes of the
dominant velocity modes. Figures 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c) exhibit
the non-reversing, reversing, and vanishing modes, respectively. We observe that the modes fð1; 1; 1Þ; ð1; 3; 1Þg 2 O
and ð2; 0; 2Þ 2 E are non-reversing. The modes fð1; 1; 0Þ;
ð1; 1; 2Þg 2 M3 and fð2; 0; 1Þ; ð2; 0; 3Þg 2 M4 reverse. All
other modes fluctuate around zero. From these observations,
we conclude that the modes in O, E classes are nonreversing, and the modes in M3, M4 are reversing, and rest
all are vanishing.
We can explain the above features using the symmetry
classes of Sec. III as follows: From the rules of Table I, the E
modes cannot flip. A constant-amplitude forcing that belongs
to (ooo) class is employed to the momentum equation. As a
result, the velocity modes of class O do not switch sign, as
argued in Sec. III while discussing Eq. (32). Mishra et al.53

FIG. 2. Snapshots of the velocity and
magnetic fields in the steady state of
our dynamo simulation. (a) The vector
plot and the density plot of the speed
of the flow with blue color depicting
slow flows and red color the fast flows.
(b) The plot of the magnetic field lines
in which the axial dipolar structure is
clearly visible. A real space probe was
placed at the grid point (64, 90, 64)
[shown as the red þ sign in (b)] exhibits reversals of ux.
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FIG. 5. Plots of the time series of the amplitudes of some of the dominant
magnetic Fourier modes that are (a) non-reversing, (b) reversing, and (c)
fluctuating modes.

FIG. 3. Plot of the time series of (a) the Fourier mode u^x ð1; 1; 0Þ. Plots of
the time series of real space (b) ux, (c) uy, (d) bx, (e) by probed at the grid
point (64, 90, 64) [see Fig. 2(b)].

FIG. 4. Plots of the time series of the amplitudes of some of the dominant
velocity Fourier modes that are (a) non-reversing, (b) reversing, and (c) fluctuating modes.

observed similar behaviour in the reversals of Kolmogorov
flow; they observed that the constant forcing at (6,6) makes
^ ð6; 6Þ non-reversing. Note that
the velocity Fourier mode u
modes fuð2; 0; 2Þ; uð1; 1; 0Þ; uð1; 1; 2Þg form a triad, and
they respect the rules of Table I.
Now let us study the magnetic modes. Figure 5 exhibits
the times series of the dominant magnetic modes, and it
 E classes are reversing, and the
shows that the modes in O;
 3; M
 4 are non-reversing, and rest all are vanishmodes in M
ing. Some of the important magnetic modes are—
fð1;1;1Þg 2 O (reversing), fð0;2;2Þ;ð2;2;2Þg 2 E (reversing),
fð1;1;2Þ;ð3;1;2Þg 2 M3 (non-reversing), and fð0;4;1Þg 2 M4
(non-reversing). Two b modes interact nonlinearly with one
of the u modes. Some of the interacting triads are
fbð0;2;2Þ;bð1;1;1Þ;uð1;1;1Þg;fbð0;2;2Þ;bð1;1;2Þ;uð1;1;0Þg,
and fbð1;1;2Þ;bð1;1;1Þ;uð2;0;1Þg. It is easy to verify that all
these triads satisfy the multiplication rules of Table I. In
summary, in the dynamo reversals of our DNS, the modes
 3;M
 4 g do not reverse, those in
belonging to the class fO;E; M

 3 ;M4 g reverse, and the remaining ones are
the class fO; E;M
vanishing () and they fluctuate around zero. This is item
(14) in Table II.
In our dynamo simulation, the dipolar component of the
magnetic field does not reverse. It is possibly due to the constant forcing term fð1; 1; 1Þ; it is connected to the nonreversal regime of the VKS experiment when the propellers
are rotated with equal and opposite frequencies.39 Gissinger
et al.39 obtained reversals when the symmetry of the
fð1; 1; 1Þ mode was broken. We believe that a similar
scheme, for example, randomly varying fð1; 1; 1Þ could
induce reversals in the dipolar magnetic component.
We revisit the reversals of Fig. 3. The reversal of ux at
the point (64, 90, 64) is a combined effect of all the velocity
Fourier modes. At this point, the effects of the non-reversing
modes appear to cancel each other, whereas those of the
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reversing modes add up. We are studying the reconstruction
of the real-space time series using the dominant modes, and
it will be reported in a future communication. These observations indicate that the time series of the signals in real space
and Fourier space complement each other, and they need to
be studied carefully. Such an analysis may yield interesting
insights into the velocity and magnetic field reversals in solar
and geo dynamo.
In Sec. VI, we will describe some other dynamo reversals and identify their category in Table II.
VI. CONNECTIONS WITH EARLIER DYNAMOS

Regarding the dynamo model of Gissinger et al.,39 it is
difficult to relate the D, Q, and V variables of Eqs. (3)–(5) to
the Fourier modes of a Cartesian box. Qualitatively, we
 Q ! E,
 and V ! O, for which O
could argue that D ! O;
and O would reverse, but E will not reverse, as indicated by
item (16) of Table II.
In the VKS experiment, the magnetic field does not
reverse when the propellers rotate with equal and opposite
frequencies.13 This feature corresponds to a constant and
dipolar V. This property follows from the symmetry property
item (15) of Table II. The magnetic field reversals occur
when the two propellers rotate with unequal frequencies that
may correspond to the excitation of mixed modes Mi. Such a
configuration may correspond to item (12) or its variations in
Table II.
Verma et al.45 constructed a six-mode dynamo model
that does not exhibit reversal. In fact, it does not exhibit any
time-dependent behaviour, which has been a puzzle.
However, we can understand this phenomenon using the
symmetries. In Verma et al.’s model,45 the participating
modes are uð1; 0; 1Þ; uð0; 1; 1Þ; uð1; 1; 2Þ, and bð1; 0; 1Þ;
bð0; 1; 1Þ; bð1; 1; 2Þ of which bð1; 1; 2Þ ¼ 0. The velocity
fields of the model is forced by constant f 1 ð1; 0; 1Þ and
f 2 ð0; 1; 1Þ. Clearly these modes belong to the classes
 1; M
 2; M
 3 . Due to the constant forcing and
M1 ; M2 ; M3 ; M
symmetry properties, uð1; 0; 1Þ; uð0; 1; 1Þ modes that belong
to M1, M2 classes, respectively, cannot flip at all. The mode
uð1; 1; 2Þ 2 M3 does not flip due to symmetry properties. It
 2 flip, but
 1 ; bð0; 1; 1Þ 2 M
is possible that both bð1; 0; 1Þ 2 M
it appears that non-reversing velocity modes inhibit reversals
of the magnetic modes [see item (17) of Table II]. This is
how we can provide a qualitative explanation for the nonreversing behaviour of the model proposed by Verma et al.45
Yanagisawa et al.54 study flow reversals in magnetoconvection in Cartesian geometry. It will be interesting
to study the symmetry classes of the reversals in such
systems. In addition, many dynamo models involve
magneto-convection in spherical geometry. The symmetry class of such systems is more general than those presented in the paper. We need to generalize the analysis
of Sec. III to spherical geometry that involves continuous
symmetry.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have investigated the properties of
dynamo reversals in box geometry using the properties of
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nonlinear interactions among the Fourier modes. The Fourier
basis are convenient for studying the triadic interaction
k ¼ p þ q. As fu ! u; b ! bg is a symmetry of the
MHD equations [Eq. (6)–(9)], so it is generally argued that
the signs of all the magnetic Fourier modes change simultaneously. As argued in this paper, this is not the case. We
present symmetry arguments to derive the reversing and
non-reversing Fourier modes. We show that the modes

 fOg;
fEg; fOg; fM1 g; fM2 g; fM3 g; fM4 g; fM5 g; fM6 g; fEg;
fM1 g; fM2 g; fM3 g; fM4 g; fM5 g; fM6 g form an abelian
Klein-16 group Z2  Z2  Z2  Z2 . We show that the even
Fourier modes of velocity field, belonging to the class fEg,
do not switch sign because it is the identity element of the
group. On the other hand, the even Fourier mode of magnetic
 does not have any such confield belonging to class fEg
straint, and they can switch the sign. Our arguments show
that the reversing and non-reversing modes can come in various combinations, some of which are listed in Table II. We
also generalise the symmetry arguments to magnetoconvection.
We perform a DNS that exhibits reversals in a TaylorGreen flow and study the reversing and non-reversing
modes during a reversal. We observe that the modes
 4 g do not reverse, those
 3; M
belong to the classes fO; E; M


in classes fO; E; M3 ; M4 g reverse, and the remaining ones
are vanishing (). Interestingly, in the real space, the dipolar magnetic field and the large-scale velocity field do not
flip, but we observe reversals of the velocity field at one
of the points in the real space. Thus, probing reversing
and non-reversing Fourier modes provides a very useful
diagnostics for dynamo reversals. These kind of studies
may prove particularly useful for the solar and geodynamo.
We remark that the symmetry arguments presented in
the paper are similar to those of Refs. 55–58 and more
recently of Petrelis et al.38 and Gallet et al.59 who exploit the
rotation and mirror symmetries of the equation. Our arguments are group-theoretic and algebraic; hence, the symmetry classes are easier to derive.
The arguments presented in the paper are based on
discrete symmetries. Note that a cylinder has U(1) symmetry (rotation about the cylindrical axis), whereas a
sphere has SO(3) rotation symmetry; these symmetries
are continuous in nature. Hence, the arguments presented in the paper are not directly extensible to these
systems; further work is required in this direction. Note,
however, that the spherical harmonics are used as the
basis functions for studying dynamos in sphere, and
some of the arguments presented here on discrete symmetries could be extended to the spherical harmonics.
These ideas may prove very useful for studying the
reversal properties of multi-polar modes reported in
spherical dynamos.42,43 We hope such studies will be
taken up in near future.
The symmetry properties discussed in this paper are
valid for MHD, and they are not necessary extendible to
other systems that exhibit dynamo. We need to extend our
analysis for the same.
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APPENDIX A: SYMMETRY CLASSES FOR THE FLOW
REVERSALS IN RBC

The equations for Rayleigh-Benard convection (RBC)
are25
@u
þ ðu  rÞu ¼ rP þ agT^z þ r2 u;
@t

(A1)

@T
þ ðu  rÞT ¼ jr2 T;
@t

(A2)

r  u ¼ 0;

(A3)

where u is the velocity field, T is the temperature field, P is
the pressure field, ; j; a are the kinematic viscosity, thermal
diffusivity, and thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid,
respectively, and g^z is the acceleration due to gravity.
The first quadrant of Table I describes the product rule
for the uu and uT interactions of RBC. The rules have been
described in Secs. III and IV. Here, E is the identity element,
whereas the complementary modes are M10 ¼ M5 ; M20
¼ M6 ; M30 ¼ M4 , and vice versa. This is the Klein eightgroup. For more details, refer to Sec. III. Using the product
rules, we can deduce which Fourier modes reverse under a
flow reversal and which ones do not. They are described in
Table III.
Note that fE;O;M1 ;M5 g; fE;O;M3 ;M4 g;fE;O;M2 ;M6 g;
fE;M1 ;M4 ;M6 g;fE;M2 ;M4 ;M5 g, and fE;M3 ;M5 ;M6 g are
subgroups of the aforementioned Klein eight-group.
TABLE III. For RBC, classes of reversing modes (R) and non-reversing
modes (NR). The remaining modes have small amplitudes and they fluctuate
around zero.
Item
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

R

NR

Classes

…
O
Mi
O and Mi
O, M1, M2
O, M2, M3
O, M1, M3
M1, M2, M5, M6
M2, M3, M4, M6
M1, M3, M4, M5

All elements
E
E
E and Mi0
E, M3, M5, M6
E, M1, M4, M6
E, M2, M4, M5
E, O, M3, M4
E, O, M1, M5
E, O, M2, M6

No reversal
7 classes
7 classes
6 classes
1 class
1 class
1 class
1 class
1 class
1 class
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